INVASION of the Body Snatchers

™™a game for 8-21 adults

By Jay Treat

Aliens have secretly landed in Lake Terror! They are snatching your neighbors,
taking over their minds one at a time in a bid for world conquest. As if Communism
and the looming threat of nuclear annihilation weren’t enough to worry about!
Each night, these pod people seek a new victim and implant their own larvae in his
head. By sunrise, this alien-in-disguise will start living her victim’s life, his family
blissfully unaware that under that old, familiar smile, lurks a devious alien mind.
By day, it is up to the good citizens of Lake Terror to root out the alien menace
and stop the invasion before it can spread. Some call it martial law or even
murder, but it’s our patriotic duty to end this attack one way or another.

Set Up
One player will be the Announcer. It’s the Announcer’s job to tell the story of this alien invasion in Lake
Terror, direct the flow of the game and keep the players in line. The Announcer must never voice his own
opinions during a game nor help players remember each other’s past actions—he should only ever clarify game
rules or give factual information that should be public knowledge. Remove the role cards with numbers higher
than the number of players, randomize the remaining cards and deal one card face-down to each player. The
players look at their own role and must never show it to another player unless killed (except the Cheerleader).
The game will be played in a series of Night & Day cycles until either the Pod People or the Citizens have won.
Before play starts, if there is a Cheerleader, she reveals her role card to everyone. Ask the Lunatic and then
separately the Dumb Kid to reveal themselves to you, the Announcer, at the beginning of the first Night.

Night
During the Night phase, have all the players close their eyes. Players must not speak during the night. It is
imperative that they all keep their eyes closed during the entire Night phase except when you instruct them
otherwise. The Dumb Kid is the only exception: she may peek during the Body Snatching phase. Go through
each step one at a time and note the choices made. If you are playing a variant in which roles are not made
public when a player dies, then even if the players with those roles who would normally make choices during a
step are dead, have been turned into Pod People, or were never assigned to a player, act as though there is still a
player making a choice during that step because the players would know that something has happened to the
player with that role.
1.

HUNT: Identify the Vigilante. If it’s not the first round, give her the opportunity to shoot another player.
Pod People don’t use shotguns.

2.

MEDICINE: Identify the Doctor. If it’s not the first round, give her the opportunity to heal a player. Pod
People don’t administer medicine.

3.

BODY SNATCHING: All of the Pod People agree on one player to be their next victim.
If the Dumb Kid is playing, she may peek (but can’t pretend to be one of them).

4.

PATROL: Each member of the Town Watch–Pod Person or not–patrols one player of her choice
(including another Town Watch or even herself).
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5.

MIDNIGHT: If the vigilante’s target wasn’t patrolled or healed, he is dead.
If the Scientist used her cure on a Pod Person, he is cured.
If any of those players were the only living Pod People, the game ends immediately.
If the Pod People’s target is the Lunatic or was healed by the Doctor, nothing happens to him.
Otherwise, if the Town Watch patrolled him, he is dead (they put him down),
but if they didn’t patrol him, he becomes a Pod Person.

6.

MORTAL CRY: If a Citizen (or Cheerleader) was put down by the Town Watch, she makes one
investigation (like the Psychic) and gurgles out a very short, dying phrase.

7.

INVESTIGATION: The Psychic chooses three players in a row. Silently tell her the total number of Pod
People (and Lunatics) among them.

Day
Start a timer for 10 minutes. Players discuss until one is accused and seconded at which point he makes his final
defense and a simultaneous vote is taken by all living players. Play proceeds to Night immediately after a player
is lynched. It also ends when the timer runs out unless a lynching is still in progress—finish that first.
During the Day phase, the living players may say whatever they like so long as they do not pass information in
a non-public way and so long as they never physically reveal their role card. If a player accuses another of being
a Pod Person, that accusation can be seconded by another player. If it is, give the accusers a final chance to state
their reasons and then give the accused a final chance to state his defense. Direct all the living players to put
their fists out and to vote on the count of three: Thumbs up to spare the life of the accused or thumbs down to
lynch him. If there is a majority of thumbs down, the accused is killed, reveals his role card and may not speak
for the rest of the game. The Day phase ends immediately—no players may comment—and the next Night
phase begins. Otherwise, he is spared and the Day phase continues unless the timer has stopped.

Pod People
The only way to become a Pod Person is to start that way or to be attacked by the Pod People during the Body
Snatching phase of the Night. If a player is attacked by the Pod People at this time and nothing else happens to
him, the Announcer will go around the room during the Midnight phase and tap him twice to let him know he is
now a Pod Person. He will not learn the identities of his fellow Pod People until the Body Snatching phase of
the next night.
If a player is attacked by the Pod People, but the Town Watch patrols him, they find his body with the alien
larvae growing inside it and destroy it. When day comes, inform that player he has been killed (but not how).
A Pod Person with another role may still open his eyes during that role’s phase of the night, but he will not be
able to use his role’s ability as long as he is a Pod Person.
If a Pod Person or their victim is cured by the Scientist, the Announcer will go around the room during the
Midnight phase and tap him twice to let him know he is no longer a Pod Person.

Death
When a player is killed, whether by lynching during the Day, by Vigilante, or by combination of Pod People +
Town Watch during the night, his role card is revealed and whether he was a Pod Person or not is announced. If
he was killed by lynching, reveal that information immediately and then proceed directly to Night. If he was
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killed during the Night, reveal that information at the start of the next Day at the same time the player’s death is
announced.
If a player is killed by the Vigilante, nothing can save him except being patrolled by the Town Watch or being
healed by the Doctor in the same night. This includes Pod People, their victims, Lunatics and everyone.
It is important that dead players do not speak to the group again until the game is over so that they do not
unintentionally give away vital game information.

End
The game ends when there are no Pod People left—in which case all of the players who are not Pod People
win—or when all remaining players are Pod People (and possibly the Lunatic)—in which case the Pod People
win. Being dead does not prevent a player from winning.

Variant Rules
Players familiar with the obvious ancestors of this game—Werewolf and Mafia—will not be surprised to learn
that there are myriad tweaks that can be applied to the game to keep things fresh or to appeal to a particular
crowd’s preferences. Below you will find a brief description of the more common variants.
Unknown Roles – Instead of using exactly the roles specified for the number of players playing, you can
publicly switch in some other roles if you like them or switch out one of the roles you don’t care for. For added
uncertainty, you can put in one more role than the number of players so that one will be missing and no one will
know which (but make sure it’s not the only Pod Person). This could result in more than one Pod Person:
Beware having too many in a small game.
Scientist – Instead of the Doctor, you can play with the Scientist. The Scientist also acts during the Medicine
phase, but has the ability to turn a pre-existing Pod Person back into a human. This has no effect on victims of
Pod People or the Vigilante during the rest of the night. She only has enough medicine for a single cure attempt.
Mysterious Death – When a player dies, the group only learns his role; or they only learn whether he was a Pod
Person or not; or they learn nothing at all. Remember that reducing public information makes the game harder
(you decide if that’s a good or a bad thing) for everyone—but particularly for the Citizens.
Autopsy – If the Scientist or Doctor might be in the game, you can play that the group only learns whether a
dead player was a Pod Person if the Scientist or Doctor are still alive—or that only players with those roles are
given that information (during the Medicine phase at Night).
Dutiless Pod People – Pod People with roles don’t open their eyes during any phase of the night apart from
Body Snatching …which means the other Town Watch know when they’ve lost one of their own.
No Pod People – While it may seem like an interesting social experiment to play with no Pod People and let the
Citizens slowly kill each other off in paranoia, don’t do it. It’s not fun; it’s long and brutal and ruins your trust.

Thanks
Thanks are due to the original inventors of Mafia and Werewolf and to the myriad players who have spread and
expanded upon them. Thanks are due to the members of the Penn Gamers club and to the rest of my friends and
family who have spent hours playing Invasion of the Body Snatchers and its ancestors. Special thanks go to
Anthony Rubbo for introducing me to Werewolf and to Marf for remembering everything I forget.
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